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Clarification required
Filing of 24Q Corrections - there is no
option for "Add Challan" in the Conco file
For online corrections in 24Q digital
signature is mandatory for Correction.
Option may be given to download the FVU
file for 24G correction file instead of letter
correspondence.
Correction procedure is very tedious which
may be simplified by making the
consolidated files available at the TRACES
website.

What is FVU?

What are the different types of changes /
corrections that I can make?
What is the procedure to submit a correction
statement?

Solution
Fy 2007-08 to 2009-10 add challan can be done.
FY 2010-11 onwards addition challan cannot be
perform since go for online correction.
No. DSC is not mandatory for online corrections.
It is mandatory for moving of deductees details
from one challan to another challan.
Non availability of regular return form 24G .fvu
file then letter of correspondence is mandatory. So
preserve .FVU files till further updation.
This procedure has made for security purpose.
Since third person/ Unauthorised person should
not misuse the tds data.
FILE VALIDATION UTILITY- error free FVU
is a machine language which has the extract of
TDS data in the prescribed format of Income Tax
Department.
C1
Deductor Details
C2
Challan Details [Update]
C3
Deduction details [Update]
C4
Salary Details [Add and delete]
C5
PAN [for deductions]
C9
Addition of New Challans and/or
Deductions.
Demo
TAN, FINANCIAL YEAR, QUARTER, FORM,
BIN DETAILS AVAILABLE, DEDUCTEES
DETAILS LIKE VALID PAN, NAME AMOUNT
PAID, TDS DEDUCTED & DEPOSITED. –
FILING DUE DATE
Available at NSDL website
WWW.TIN-NSDL.COM

What are the general points to be considered
while filing the eTDS/TCS return?
Software for 24G, 24Q and 26Q may be
provided to Treasury Office for Filing 24G,
24Q and 26Q by the Treasury itself without
depending any TIN Facilitation centre.
Provision for Uploading e-filing data may be Available at NSDL website
provided to Treasury Office.
WWW.TIN-NSDL.COM

17.

18.

In the OFF LINE correction of 24Q and
26Q, there is a facility for getting
Consolidated file and make correction but in
Form-24G correction it is done only in the
Original File. In this regard, Consolidated
file facility is needed for making correction
in Form-24G.

Information about IT filing software along
with the guidelines

Take up this issue to TRACES

E TUTORIAL AVAILABLE AT
WWW.TDSCPC.GOV.IN
WWW.INCOMETAXINDIAEFILING.GOV.IN

